Combining dazzling speculation with a profoundly humanist vision, Kim Stanley Robinson is known as not only the most literary but also the most progressive (read “socialist”) of today’s top rank science fiction authors. His bestselling Mars Trilogy tells the epic story of the future colonization of the red planet, where the “reds” are like today’s militant “greens.” The Years of Rice and Salt is based on a devastatingly simple idea: If the medieval Plague had wiped out all of Europe, what would our world look like today?

In The Lucky Strike, the story he has chosen for this new series from PM Press, Robinson presents a dramatic encounter with destiny, wrapped around another “simple” and provocative premise: What if that fateful flight over Hiroshima had gone a little differently.

Brought to you in combination with an extensive interview with the author, this slim volume offers incomparable insight to the fiction and philosophy of Kim Stanley Robinson.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in 1952, a Californian through and through, Kim Stanley Robinson grew up in Orange County, surfed his way through UC San Diego (writing his doctoral thesis on Philip K. Dick), and now lives in Davis with two kids and a beautiful scientist wife. He spends several weeks a year above 11,500 feet in the high Sierras. Not surprisingly, he’s a good friend of Gary Snyder.

ACCOLADES
“The foremost writer of literary utopias.”
—Time

“It’s no coincidence that one of our most visionary science fiction writers is also a profoundly good nature writer.”
—Los Angeles Times

PM Press Outspoken Authors
This library of pocketbooks combines short fiction and in-depth author interviews. Connecting stories with the lives and thoughts of those who create them, each book presents an invigorating literature of ideas—exploring the politics, culture, context, history, inspiration, and influences of writers and their work.